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Many in the field of teaching want to become effective teachers, but sometimes they forget to become efficient. How do you become an efficient teacher?

According to Thompson, “efficient teachers are the people who are able to do their duties. It means teaching your student very well while finishing related works on time despite interruption and frustration. It also means that they can accomplish all the assigned tasks with ease and satisfaction.

In the field of teaching, paper works are around and we cannot get rid of those things. To maintain efficiency, teachers must devise a plan to properly undertake each obligation. You can also make a checklist of the reports that you have to finish. In this way, you would not oversight your task.

Evidence that the teacher is efficient is when they are able to execute what was written on the lesson plan or daily lesson log. It includes a motivation that sets the tempo of the discussion. Teachers also show efficacy when they are able to perform activities and involve students to actively participate while using strategies suited for diverse learners. Furthermore, an assessment at the end of the class is necessary to evaluate students’ performance.

An efficient teacher is the one who keeps learners’ record up to date. This is one very essential responsibility that teachers must do to show efficiency. Being able to update record of scores on written tasks, performance tasks, and quarterly examination of the students means that you are capable of maintaining an accurate result. This duty actually shows not only efficacy, but also establishes good working relationship. Being
able to notify parents on the overall performance of the learners at school signifies efficiency.

Teachers are also efficient when they are able to do something whenever one of the students is consecutively not attending classes or regularly coming to school late. They can also be efficient if they are able to build harmonious relationship with their colleagues. It includes proper communication and dissemination of the information as well as helping each other.

If you dream to become an effective teacher, start developing your productivity and efficiency and everything will follow.
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